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QUESTION 1 

What is a characteristic of traffic storm control behavior? 

A. Traffic storm control monitors incoming traffic levels over a 10-second traffic storm control

interval. 

B. Traffic storm control cannot determine if the packet is unicast or broadcast.

C. Traffic storm control drops all broadcast and multicast traffic if the combined traffic exceeds

the level within the interval. 

D. Traffic storm control uses the Individual/Group bit in the packet source address to

determine if the packet is unicast or broadcast. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION 2 

Refer to the exhibit. Which command was used to display this output? 

A. show dot1x

B. show dot1x all

C. show dot1x all summary

D. show dot1x interface gi1/0/12

Answer: B 

QUESTION 3 

Which policy represents a shared set of features or parameters that define the aspects of a 



managed device that are likely to be similar to other managed devices in a deployment? 

A. group policy

B. access control policy

C. device management policy

D. device management policy

Answer: C 

QUESTION 4 

What must the administrator implement to ensure that all devices are compliant before they 

are allowed on the network? 

A. Cisco Identity Services Engine and AnyConnect Posture module

B. Cisco Identity Services Engine with PxGrid services enabled

C. Cisco ASA firewall with Dynamic Access Policies configured

D. Cisco Stealthwatch and Cisco Identity Services Engine integration

Answer: A 

QUESTION 5 

Under which two circumstances is a CoA issued? (Choose two.) 

A. An endpoint is profiled for the first time.

B. An endpoint is deleted on the Identity Service Engine server.

C. A new Identity Source Sequence is created and referenced in the authentication policy.

D. A new authentication rule was added to the policy on the Policy Service node.

E. A new Identity Service Engine server is added to the deployment with the Administration

persona. 

Answer: AB 
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